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About Oxford BioMedica

Oxford BioMedica (LSE:OXB) is a leading gene and cell therapy 
group focused on developing life-changing treatments for  
serious diseases. 

Oxford BioMedica and  its subsidiaries (the “Group”) have built  
a sector leading lentiviral vector delivery platform (LentiVector®), 
which  the Group leverages to develop in vivo and ex vivo 
products both in-house and with partners. 

The Group has created  a valuable proprietary portfolio of gene 
and cell therapy product candidates in the areas of oncology, 
ophthalmology and CNS disorders. 

The Group has also entered into a number of partnerships, 
including Novartis, Sanofi, Orchard Therapeutics and  
Immune Design, through which it has long-term economic 
interests in other potential gene and cell therapy products. 

Oxford BioMedica  is based across several locations in Oxfordshire, 
UK  and employs over 300 people.
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A lentiviral vector specialist

Our world-leading lentiviral 
vector development, scale-
up, analytics and GMP 
bioprocessing capabilities  
are helping deliver the future 
of medicine.

>20
We have more than 20 years of experience.  
As one of the original companies specialising 
in gene and cell therapy, Oxford BioMedica  
has built an industry leading position with  
its unique LentiVector® lentiviral vector  
delivery platform. 
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A lentiviral vector specialist continued
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Our LentiVector® platform 
is recognised as a leading 
solution by major industry 
players, and we are the 
partner of choice for many.
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1st

7
—  First in the world to administer lentiviral vector  

gene therapy directly to patients.

—  First approved advanced therapy in the  
US using LentiVector® enabled technology.

—  First in the world as a commercial supplier  
of lentiviral vectors, post CAR-T approval.

Our own product development  
programmes had seven regulatory  
approvals for clinical studies  
in the USA and Europe in ocular  
indications and Parkinson’s disease.

A lentiviral vector specialist continued
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1st 200

7 >9
Over 200 patients treated with  
our own and partners’ products  
using our LentiVector®  enabled  
delivery based therapy.

Over nine years’ clinical experience with  
our lentiviral vector platform products  
with a favourable safety profile.



A lentiviral vector specialist continued

We have three independent 
GMP approved bioprocessing 
facilities, with process 
development, industrialisation  
and analytical capabilities.
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1,200m2
1,200m2 clean room capacity 
across three independent suites 
on two separate sites.

A lentiviral vector specialist continued
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Partner of choice
When Oxford BioMedica began as a gene and cell therapy 
specialist more than 20 years ago, bioprocessing expertise  
in these areas was not available. We had to build lentiviral 
vector process development, industrialisation, analytical, 
bioprocessing and quality systems. As a result, we’ve 
established a centre of excellence with unrivalled  
state-of-the-art capabilities to advance our pipeline  
of first-in-class therapies and those of our partners. 

With lentiviral vectors offering important advantages over 
other gene delivery systems, our LentiVector® delivery 
platform is recognised as a leading solution by major 
industry players, and we are the partner of choice for  
many, including Novartis, Immune Design Corp, 
GreenCross LabCell, Orchard Therapeutics and Sanofi.  
With our patents and know-how covering many aspects  
of the field, we leverage our significant capabilities  
to advance our collaborators’ programmes as well 
as our own in-house product development. 

State-of-the-art capabilities
Our one-stop-shop partnering approach offers access  
to state-of-the-art capabilities and facilities, which we 
continue to innovate, with the opportunity to harness  
the experience of our team of experts. Our process 
development, regulatory, analytics and quality expertise  
is complemented by GMP bioprocessing and supply 
capabilities. Our operational clean-room capacity consists 
of three independent production suites on two separate 
sites totalling 1,200m2 / 12,917ft2. We have established 
suspension serum free production processes at up to  
200 litre scale, enabling a reduction in the cost of a dose  
of vector. We offer lentiviral vector development and 
bioprocessing from pre-clinical, through to phase III  
and commercial launch.

Oxford BioMedica is looking to scale up and out beyond 
this, to serve large indications and future collaborations.
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Our LentiVector® delivery platform

Benefits of our LentiVector® delivery platform
Our technology is highly versatile, providing stable gene 
delivery with very high efficiency. With the potential  
to achieve permanent therapeutic benefit through gene 
integration and long-term expression, the platform is 
applicable for gene therapy and gene silencing across 
multiple therapeutic areas. The LentiVector® platform has 
particular advantages in localised delivery to non-dividing 
cells, such as neurons in the brain and retinal cells in the 
eye, as well as in dividing cells where permanent 
modification is required. Indeed, the LentiVector® platform 
is proven in a commercial setting.

Our lentiviral vector platform has achieved the longest  
and broadest clinical experience in the world in the  
gene therapy field, with impressive results. We have  
data demonstrating more than six years of stable,  
dose-dependent gene expression in patients after  
direct in vivo administration. 

Several factors affect the choice of gene delivery system, 
including target cell type, duration of gene expression  
and payload capacity. The most commonly used vectors 
for gene therapy are based on lentiviruses and adeno-
associated viruses (AAV). Importantly, lentiviral vectors 
provide several key features that make them well suited  
to a range of gene and cell therapy applications: 

—  Significant payload capacity: 10kb (vs 4.5kb with AAV). 

—  Permanent modification of dividing cells, such as  
T-cells or stem cells.

—  No pre-existing immunity.

There are currently over 140 sites  
worldwide carrying out clinical 
trials with lentiviral vectors.
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Our unique technology
Our delivery platform is designed to give the highest  
safety and efficacy. The LentiVector® delivery platform  
uses third-generation ‘minimal’ lentiviral vectors with  
key safety features such as mutated WPRE and codon 
optimised gag / pol. The delivery platform incorporates  
two minimal vector systems, developed in-house by 
Oxford BioMedica, based on the equine infectious anaemia 
virus (EIAV) and human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1). 

These vectors are optimised and well characterised. 
Bioprocessing and analytics have been developed to 
support product commercialisation, with quality attributes 
satisfying international regulatory expectations. In addition, 
key regulatory authorities are familiar with the vectors.

As a result, the LentiVector® delivery platform offers the 
prospect of stable gene delivery with up to 100% efficiency, 
permanent gene expression and large payload capacity 
for multiple genes without patient toxicity. 
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Our LentiVector® delivery platform continued

Benefits of industrialisation
Over a number of years we’ve developed and licensed 
technologies and processes to significantly scale up  
the production of gene therapy products into scalable 
serum-free suspension processes. This industrialisation 
brings significant improvements in potency, purity, yield 
and efficiency. Automation and robotics are used to 
increase efficiencies and the use of closed systems reduce  
process risk. 

Our recently developed Transgene Repression in vector 
Production (TRiP) system further increases specific vector 
yields and particle purity. The TRiP system enables 
production of toxic transgenes – returning titre to marker 
gene levels. As an example can be used in modern 
immune-oncology fields, where more functionality is put 
into armouring cells. These advances enhance product 
quality and reduce the cost of goods for our partners  
and in-house development programmes. 

Protecting our technology
As a lentiviral vector specialist, the novelty of our approach 
is reflected by our strong intellectual property, and we  
have built a dominant position in the field. Our extensive  
IP combining patents and know how, provides 
comprehensive coverage of gene and cell-based delivery 
technologies and their therapeutic application, providing  
us and our partners with robust protection. These patents 
are complemented by extensive know-how, which 
collectively opens the path to commercialisation.

Unlike many other systems, our vectors are 
optimised, well characterised, our bioprocessing 
and analytics are developed to support product 
commercialisation, and quality attributes satisfy 
international regulatory expectations.
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 The TRiP system enables production  
of toxic transgenes – returning titre  
to marker gene levels. 
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Our LentiVector® delivery platform continued

How our technology works

03.

01.

04.

02.

OXB-102 gene therapy treatment  
for Parkinson’s disease

01. 
 Therapeutic gene expression 
cassette  
The therapeutic genes that need  
to be delivered to the target cell  
to treat the disease are engineered  
into the vector genome. In the case  
of and OXB-102 three genes need  
to be delivered to the cells in the  
brain region that is low in dopamine.

02. 
 Making a safe vector from a virus 
To make a safe vector system  
the viral genes are removed; this  
also creates space for the therapeutic 
vector payload.

03. 
 Lentiviral vector generation  
High quality lentiviral vector  
product is produced under  
GMP conditions at large scale  
suitable for use in the clinic.

04. 
OXB-102 vector is administered  
to the target tissue 
Stereotactic surgery is used to 
deliver the vector product to the 
target tissue. The vector enters the 
neuronal cells and modifies them to 
create endogenous factories making 
dopamine, the neurotransmitter 
lacking in Parkinson’s disease.
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01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

CAR T-cell therapy for cancer  
(a Novartis product)

01. 
 OXB produces GMP lentiviral vector 
encoding CAR targeting CD19 which 
is expressed on B-cell cancers

02. 
  T-cells isolated from patients

03. 
 Lentiviral vector encoding CAR 
targeting CD19 used to transduce 
expanded T-cells 
T-cells harvested from a patient are 
transduced with the lentiviral vector 
encoding the anti-CD19 chimeric 
antigen receptor. The resulting CTL019 
modified T-cells are expanded ex vivo 
prior to infusion into the patient.

04. 
 The modified T-cells are infused  
back into the patient

05. 
 Once inside the patient, the CTL019 
cells multiply and target, ‘hunt’ cancer 
cells and destroy them  
The CTL019 cells destroy tumour  
cells expressing CD19 and persist  
in the body to guard against residual  
or recurring disease.
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Our LentiVector® delivery platform continued

History is on our side 
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The LentiVector® delivery platform 
is built on pioneering research 
conducted at Oxford University, 
complemented by more than  
20 years of work by Oxford BioMedica. 
With a long history of achievements, 
our technology is recognised by 
regulators on both sides of the Atlantic.

2004
GLP accreditation from MHRA.

2005
GMP accredited by MHRA (analytics, 
stability testing, batch release).

2006
GCP certification from MHRA.

2007
CTA approval for ProSavin®  
in Parkinson’s disease.

2008
First in-vivo use of lentiviral vector  
in patients.

2010
EMA awarded SAR421869 orphan 
designation.

IND approved for RetinoStat®  
in wet AMD.
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2011
IND approval for SAR421869.

IND approved for SAR422459.

2012
In-house GMP bioprocessing (GMP1) 
approval by MHRA.

2013
Funding award of  
£7.7 million under the UK 
Government’s Advanced 
Manufacturing Supply Chain Initiative 
(AMSCI).

Lentiviral based vector 
development and bioprocessing 
collaboration with Novartis. 

2014
Licence to Sanofi to SAR421869  
and SAR422459.

Oxford BioMedica acquires Windrush 
Court office and laboratory facilities  
for £3.2 million.

New Novartis process development 
and bioprocessing collaboration.

2015
Harrow House facility (GMP2) 
expansion for large scale 200L 
suspension bioreactor capabilities.

New Yarnton bioprocessing (GMP4) 
facility completed.

2016
Windrush Court facility laboratory 
completed and MHRA approved.

Yarnton (GMP4) facility 
MHRA approved.

Harrow House (GMP2) 
facility approved.

2017
FDA pre-licence inspection of  
Oxford BioMedica facilities as part  
of BLA.

Novartis commercial supply 
agreement.

UK’s Medicines and Healthcare 
products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), 
granted approval for bulk lentiviral 
vector manufacture and commercial 
supply at Oxford BioMedica.

Novartis’s Kymriah™ approved  
in the US by the FDA and GMP1 
facility approved.



Our partners

Partnering
As a gene therapy product development company we don’t 
provide a standard contract manufacturing approach. Rather, 
we offer partners access to our world-class development 
capabilities, production facilities, patents and know-how (IP)  
to generate long-term value for both parties. This partnership 
approach is an important component of our overall business 
strategy to which we commit significant resources. 

Our one-stop-shop capabilities
Partnering with Oxford BioMedica opens up access to the 
full range of state-of-the-art capabilities required to bring 
innovative gene and cell therapies to market. We offer unrivalled 
IP alongside unique experience and expertise in lentiviral vector 
development, bioprocessing and testing. This complete 
partnership solution is only available from Oxford BioMedica, 
making us the partner of choice for the development and 
commercialisation of lentiviral vector based therapies. 

—  Patents and know-how (IP) – the IP covering our 
LentiVector® platform gives us a dominant position in the 
industry, offering partners access to proprietary innovative 
technologies. As a result, we work with many leading 
companies, such as GSK, Novartis, Sanofi, GreenCross 
LabCell, Orchard Therapeutics and Immune Design, 
to provide access to our IP. 

—  Bioprocess development – our process development  
and scale-up expertise uses cutting-edge science and sound 
engineering principles to ensure cost-effective and timely 
delivery of pipeline products for late-stage development  
and once commercialised, market supply.

Our partnership with  
Novartis covers commercial and 
clinical supply and is worth up to 
$100m over 3 years.
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—  Analytics – our assay development, qualification, validation 
and routine testing capabilities are essential for successful 
lentiviral vector characterisation, quality control, stability 
testing and preparing chemistry, manufacturing and control 
(CMC) components of regulatory filings, including for 
Biologics Licence Application (BLA).

—  Quality and regulatory – successful product development 
requires robust quality systems and regulatory support.  
Our highly experienced teams are a crucial component  
of the bioprocess development, analytics, production  
and supply process. 

—  Bioprocessing and supply – our multi-purpose production 
facilities meet US and EU GMP standards and can supply 
products for all phases of clinical trials and market launch. 

Our approach is designed to add significant value to our 
partners’ product development by working on new areas  
of development and providing solutions to problems. As a  
result, our partnerships typically include value sharing, unlike 
traditional contract manufacturing agreements. However,  
for some partners a traditional contract manufacturing 
arrangement may suit. 

Our LentiVector® delivery 
platform licensees include GSK, 
Novartis, Sanofi , GreenCross 
LabCell, Orchard Therapeutics  
and Immune Design Corp.
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Our capabilities

We are in the unique  
position to provide  
partners with a truly  
one-stop-shop solution.
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Our state-of-the-art offering
The gene therapy industry is now coming of age,  
but the continuing lack of process development and 
bioprocessing capacity across the industry in general 
remains a bottle-neck. By bringing together our cross-over 
expertise and know-how in gene and cell therapy research, 
assay selection and development, process development 
and scale-up best practice, GMP compliance, quality 
systems, supply chain management, clinical development, 
regulatory filing and intellectual property management  
we are in the unique position to provide partners with  
a truly one-stop-shop solution. 

Cross-over expertise
Gene therapy is a specialised  
area of drug development  
and the LentiVector® delivery 
platform technology is based on 
a proprietary production process 
developed from scratch by 
Oxford BioMedica. With our 
production team, we combine 
in-house expertise with 
significant operational and 
technical knowledge.

Cross-over  
expertise

Process and 
bioprocessing  
development 

Clinical,  
Regulatory 

Bioprocessing and  
supply chain

IP
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Our capabilities continued

•   Harvest 1 + DOX 
•  Harvest 1 + DOX 
•   Harvest 2 + DOX 
•  Harvest 2 + DOX 

Screening PAC009 Sub-clones for  
Vector Production at 10cm dish clone 
The data shows yields in excess of transient 
comparators for HIV packaging cell lines.
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Cell Line development –  
packaging and producer cell lines
Oxford BioMedica uses the ACSS (automated cell screening 
system) robot which is unique in the field to develop and 
generate our packaging and producer cell lines.

Oxford BioMedica plans to launch stable producer cell lines 
to existing and new customers in the near future.
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Our capabilities continued

Bioprocessing and  
supply chain facilities  
for clinical and commercial

—  GMP manufacturing – MHRA approved facilities on 
two sites designed to BSL-2, with 1,200m2 / 12,917ft2 
operational clean-room capacity. Harrow house 
GMP1 (390m2 / 4,198ft2), GMP2 (250m2 / 2,691ft2). 
Yarnton GMP4 (560m2 / 6,028ft2). FDA approved 
GMP1 (390m2 / 4,198ft2) facility.

—  Stability testing.

—  GMP quality control and release testing.

—  GMP warehouse, cold-chain infrastructure and 
logistics - temperature controlled facilities for 
ambient storage and at reduced temperatures  
(+4oC, –20oC, –80oC, –150oC). 

1,200m2 / 
12,917ft2 
GMP clean room facilities. 

2D / 3D 
2D planar and 3D packed-bed 
technology optimisation, and single 
use 50L and 200L bioreactors.

Process and bioprocessing 
development capabilities

—  Cell line development including packaging  
and producer cell lines.

—  Vector optimisation. 

—  Vector production – via transient transfection or 
stable packaging / producer cell line development.

—  Assay development and validation.

—  Process development – optimisation of 2D planar 
(Nunc™ Cell Factory™ Systems), 3D fixed-bed 
technologies (Integrity® iCELLis® bioreactors) and 
scale-up of serum-free suspension culture into 
single-use 50L and 200L bioreactors.

—  Process characterisation.

—  Process validation.

—  Continuous process verification.

—  Continuous process improvements.
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Clinical and regulatory  
support

—  GLP and GCP accreditations. 

—  IND and CTA dossier submissions.

—  CMC documentation preparation, - including for 
the Biologics Licence Application (BLA), IND and 
CTA filings.

—  Regulatory meetings – including scientific advice 
and product-specific meetings with FDA, EMA, 
MHRA and ANSM.

—  Pre-licence inspection (PLI) preparation.

—  Clinical study design and CRO management.

—  Clinical sample testing.

Patent families and  
know how

—  Equine infectious anemia virus vectors - WO 98 / 
51810 (granted in US, EP, JP, CN, KR, AU and NZ); 
WO 99 / 32646 (granted in US, EP, GB, JP, CN  
and AU).

—  Stable human immunodeficiency virus production 
system - WO 2004 / 022761 (granted in US and JP). 

—  WPRE with mutation preventing expression  
of X region - US patent 7,419,829.

—  Rev-less production systems - WO 03 / 064665 
(issued in EP and JP).

—  Downstream vector processing - WO 2009 / 15356.

—  TRiP system - WO 2015092440.

—  Wide ranging know-how – significant in-house 
expertise relating to lentiviral vector industrial 
manufacture and testing. 

—  Extensive know-how covering both transient and 
stable production systems including, upstream and 
downstream processes, formulation and analytics.

—  Methodologies for scale-out and scale-up.

—  cGMP production of lentiviral vectors.

—  Behaviour and characteristics of lentiviral vector 
production systems.

—  Adaptation of cells lines or vector production in 
serum-free conditions.

—  Banking of cell lines for cGMP vector production.

—  Use of QbD and DoE for vector and process 
development.

—  Development of analytic tests for vector release, 
including RCL assays.

GLP & GCP 
accreditation 
We recieved our GLP accreditation  
from MHRA in 2005 and GCP  
certification in 2006.
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Our people

Unrivalled experience
Our teams are experts in the field of gene and cell therapy, 
with many having over 15 years’ industry experience  
of developing innovative first-in-class gene therapies.  
As a result, our people bring extensive experience to our 
partnering offering, contributing wide-ranging expertise  
in product development, including project-management, 
clinical trial management, process development, GMP 
bioprocessing, regulatory affairs, quality systems, product 
release and supply chain management. 

Having established our first partnership in 2009, our teams 
have a proven track record of delivery. With our unrivalled 
intellectual property position and state-of-the-art facilities 
we are rapidly becoming the partner of choice for lentiviral 
vector development, scale-up and bioprocessing. 
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